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Feedback to survey regarding: 

TGA - Proposed Applica�on Audit Framework for Medical Devices 

Sponsor – Simon Gould LifeVac Australia 

I have read through the documenta�on regarding the proposed changes to the Audit Framework for 
Medical Devices within the TGA and its likely impact on sponsors, etc of medical devices. 

As a sponsor of a Class 1 Medical Device that endured over 2 years of the TGA’s post-market review 
process (essen�ally a Level 2 Audit), only to result in all TGA demands being dismissed as 
unnecessary; I believe I have some in�mate and unique insight into the parallels to the pre-
lis�ng/approval audit process.  

There are a number of reasons a product may be selected for a pre-market audit or post-market review 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Detection of a trend or signal amongst post-market data held by TGA or other regulators. This data 
can include, but is not limited to, adverse event reports, annual reporting, clinical publications, and 
device tracking registers. 

• Information received from, or action taken by, other medical device regulators. 
• Identification of a safety or performance issue for a similar device currently included in the ARTG. 
• Unresolved or repeated recalls. 
• Literature review of available clinical evidence. 

Both these forms of compliance checks share similar triggers, detail, structure (random or targeted) 
and processes; just ins�gated at different �mes in the lis�ng approval/process; one before and one 
a�er market release.  Regardless of the �ming of these processes they are each used for compliance 
audi�ng. Although �me consuming and resource heavy, an audit process (especially for higher-risk 
devices) prior to lis�ng/ approval would seem a necessary and logical step.  

However, in my case the none of these “reasons” were cited or used for the trigger for the review 
and false a series of statements were made concerning the nature, purpose, and ra�onale for the 
ins�ga�on of the review that were false and/or damning indictments of a failed system. Amongst 
these included that… 

• “The review was not a “random” review”.  
• “The review was not a “targeted” review i.e.  resul�ng from the criteria set out in the policy”. 
• “As the TGA had a right to conduct a review at any �me, my role as a sponsor was just to 

comply and not ques�on the reasons or detail”. 

The reality was that the trigger was the untested and unevidenced comments of a single journalist 
being fed highly specula�ve informa�on from an internet troll concerning the LifeVac. The TGA then 
retrospec�vely atempted to produce reasons that fited the criteria when ques�oned about the 
validity of the trigger. 

If the TGA is to change the audit framework for Medical Devices and intends it to be more 
transparent and give sponsors clarity as to the value and ra�onale for audits (pre or post market), it 
needs to undergo some cultural improvements in its a�tude to sponsors and commitment to 
honesty and procedural fairness. There are several flaws in the audit processes and even those 
suggested in this proposal that need to be addressed to make this process a value-add rather than 
simply a bureaucra�c quota. These include: 
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a) There is no internal appeals process to ques�on final determina�ons made by the TGA. The 
only appeal process is to the Federal Health Minister. Contrary to the statements made by 
the TGA in regard to fairness and adop�on of the APS Code of Conduct, complaints and 
appeals to the TGA, Health Minister or even FOI requests about the conduct of individuals or 
their decisions go back to the defendant for inves�ga�on and a decision regarding the 
necessity for further inves�ga�on or ac�on.   

b) Despite many requests to meet with the TGA officers conduc�ng the audit (that could have 
quickly and effec�vely resolved any issues raised), these requests were refused. A face-to-
face mee�ng (that resolved all issues) was only requested by the TGA a�er directed by the 
Federal Health Minister as a result of a formal appeal request. This includes the inability to 
communicate directly with “clinical experts” and the ACMD on clinical maters of which the 
TGA compliance and regula�on officers had litle or no exper�se. Nearly two years of 
correspondence and TGA �me that could have been alleviated by the elimina�on of what we 
used to refer to as “Chinese Whispers”.  

c) The approach by TGA officers during this audit were purely adversarial. If the TGA wishes to 
work with sponsors, they need to develop rela�onships of trust and co-opera�on rather than 
relying on threats and mistrust to force process. 

d) The TGA clearly does not have the exper�se available on all subject mater on which to base 
their decisions, either at “clinical expert” level or “ACMD”. On mul�ple occasions clinical 
errors and evidence issues (at both levels) needed to be challenged and corrected due to a 
lack of exper�se on the subject or misreading of the evidence by individuals tasked with 
making determina�ons. This of course could only be done through non-clinical third par�es 
managing the process, resul�ng in more delay and confusion. One early example was the 
recommenda�on by the ini�al “clinical expert” that the LifeVac presented an unacceptable 
risk to pa�ents as it generated 300 psi of nega�ve pressure in the airway. In fact, the device 
only produced up to 300mmHg. Needless to say, no clinician in the world would measure or 
refer to airway pressures in psi nor would they make such a fundamental misreading of the 
literature on which to base a decision. Similar difficul�es were encounters when dealing with 
the ACMD who the review was referred to a�er mul�ple poor clinical understanding. 
However, at ACMD level it was clear that not only was there a lack of specific knowledge but 
that unevidenced specula�ons were a greater part of the recommenda�ons that facts, 
science, or clinical acumen.  

e) There is an inference in the proposed audit framework, that was also in evidence in my case 
i.e.  that the determina�ons are always correct, accurate and evidence based. Given this 
assump�on the proposed audit process merely deals with the sponsor compliance 
mechanisms. There is no doubt that if as a sponsor I had simply complied with the demands 
of the audit reports, this would have not been in the best interests of the public and would 
have resulted in the loss of life. This was recognised at the eventual face-to-face mee�ng 
with the TGA and the determina�on at that mee�ng to overturn these requirements has 
been proven to be correct, given the mul�ple lives our device has saved since, without any 
harm. 

f) There is already a lack of transparency around the audit processes, and this includes the role 
and influence external sources have on the decision-making of the TGA and its commitees. 
Input that may be mo�vated by self-interest or poli�cal impera�ves, however accepted 
without scru�ny and undisclosed by the TGA in its delibera�ons and decision-making.  

g) The value of pre or post market audit it supposed to be about the safety and efficacy of 
medical devices sold to the public. This must represent not just “compliance” but a value-add 
for sponsors and manufacturers. Despite an audit system, expert commitees, appeals to the 
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minister and two years of effort the gran�ng of an ARTG lis�ng means absolutely nothing 
regarding the restric�on of non-compliance medical device sales in Australia. In our case 
despite making constant reports since October 2022 of counterfeit LifeVac devices being 
openly adver�sed and sold in Australia without ARTG numbers, , the TGA has refused to act 
to enforce the legisla�on. The ques�on is, if compliance with the legisla�on and the 
decisions of the TGA, ini�al and ongoing fees, mee�ng the essen�al requirements, evidence 
and risk assessments are so impera�ve for safety and legality, why is this meaningless for 
those outside the system? 

To address the ques�ons asked specifically (see below) 

Consulta�on ques�ons (consolidated) 

1. Is there any addi�onal informa�on that the TGA could publish about the new applica�on audit 
framework that would help with improving the quality of applica�ons to support more �mely 
inclusion of devices? Keep the TGA Compliance ac�ons and outcomes databases online list up-to-
date. 

2. Are there any concerns with limi�ng mandatory audits to high-risk devices only, no�ng that the 
TGA may select any device for a non-mandatory audit if required? There are risks associated with this 
prac�ce obviously, however audits should be based on sound risk management principles. 

3. Are there any concerns with not subjec�ng high risk medical devices (including IVDs) supported by 
US FDA PMA cer�fica�on to mandatory audits, no�ng that the TGA could select any such device for a 
non-mandatory audit if required? Harmonisa�on without the necessity to re-invent the wheel would 
be a much more cost and resource effec�ve regime for the TGA and sponsors. 

4. What are the merits or risks of establishing a pathway for Class III medical devices based on 
MDSAP cer�fica�on and US FDA 510(k) approval?  

5. Are there any concerns with formalising the requirement for the submission of: 

(a) IFU and CER for all Class III devices supported by EU MDR cer�fica�on? 

(b) IFU and Performance evalua�on (clinical and analy�cal) reports for all Class 4  

IVDs supported by EU IVDR cer�fica�on? 

6. Do you have feedback about further measures to improve assessment �meframes?  

7. What informa�on could the TGA provide that would be useful for sponsors to have greater 
visibility of applica�on �meframes? 


